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Foreword

Digital Transformation within the Public Sector is conditional on both the procurement of transformative technology (e.g. containers, devops and hybrid cloud) and establishing a more open and transparent culture to decision making. Using open source and open standards enables seamless digital interaction between citizens and administrations, boosts transparency and trust, as well as enabling pooled eGovernment solutions across Europe. This event explained the policy context around the Tallinn declaration, discussed a number of challenges faced by public administrations across Europe shedding light on some recent technology examples and progressive public policy underpinning progressive governmental leadership.

The Tallinn Declaration, formally adopted by EU ministers on 6 October 2017 reflects some of the features of a Digital Government of the future: the once-only principle, ways to create trust in e-Government services using new technologies such as blockchain, and ways to measure the evolution from an analog government towards a borderless one, for the benefit of citizens and for supporting the economy.

For the features it puts forward, the Tallinn Declaration is a game changer. However, for it to reach its full potential it will need to be followed up by a proper implementation.
Sachiko Muto

Sachiko Muto, CEO of OpenForum Europe (OFE), opened the event by introducing OFE, the topic and the speakers. This was a moderated discussion, with a debate engaging the audience on the topic. The event started with informal presentations by the three speakers, then opened the floor to discussion and debate with the other attendees. Sachiko explained that the Chatham House Rule applies, in that the speakers could be quoted, but statements made by other participants would not be attributed. She then gave the floor to the moderator.

James Lovegrove

James Lovegrove from Red Hat and chair of the OFE’s Open Government Task Force, welcomed the participants and provided a brief context and core hypotheses for the panel to tease apart. He also challenged the audience to consider the Tallinn Declaration as a "game changer" with two polls which, by the end of the event, provided an almost unanimous opinion that Tallinn’s successful implementation over the next 12 months would constitute an inflection point in Public Sector digital transformation.

He then invited the three speakers to make their opening statements:

- **Jaana Sahk-Labi**, Counsellor for Information Society, Permanent Representation of Estonia to the EU;
- **Kaja Kallas**, Member of the European Parliament, ALDE Group, Estonia;
- **Pierre Damas**, Head of Sector, DG DIGIT, European Commission.

Jaana Sahk

Following this introduction, Jaana Sahk, Digital Counsellor from the Permanent Representation of Estonia towards the European Union, presented the Tallinn Declaration, reflecting that it follows the previous Malmö Declaration. She argued that it sets the path for the modernisation of digital services in the public sector. Indeed, she explained that this document had been signed by 32 ministers from EU / EEA countries, and underlined that it will be taken again into consideration in 2018 under the Austrian presidency of the European Council of the European Union.

She then explored the changes that the Tallinn Declaration brings about. She explained that in relation to the electronic signatures, the Declaration mandates the signatories to create opportunities for their citizens and enterprises to use the state’s services digitally, and without any need to leave their homes.

To increase the deployment of eID-cards across Europe is another aim of the Declaration. In this regard, at the time of the Declaration, Germany was the first Member State to complete the formal notification of an eID under the eIDAS Regulation. As part of the Digital Single Market, this step is needed to ensure a mutual recognition and the use of national eIDs across all Member States. Therefore, it is welcomed that Member States committed to
accelerate the entire implementation of the regulation on the electronic identification and trust services for electronic transactions in the internal market (eIDAS).

The "once-only" principle will be reinforced, mandating countries not to ask their citizens and businesses for the same data several times. The once-only principle means that citizens and businesses should supply information only once to a public administration in the EU, regardless in what Member State they are. This is also part of the proposal for the Single Digital Gateway. Hopefully, following the Declaration, the adoption of this principle will become the rule, simplifying the interaction between citizens and the public sector all over the Union.

At the same time, the Tallinn Declaration will also provide guidelines on how to cooperate more in Europe; the speaker underlined that "interoperability by default" will be crucial for this, and she pointed out the high degree of relevance of implementing the European Interoperability Framework by 2021. Moreover, ministers also committed to designing and delivering public services, guided by the principles of user-centricity (such as digital interaction, reduction of the administrative burden, digital delivery of public services, citizens' engagement, redress and complaint mechanisms).

Reacting to this, the moderator asked about the challenges for implementing this piece of legislation. In this regard, Ms. Sahk argued that there seems to be a high level of political will to achieve the objectives of the Declaration. Nevertheless, she commented that it would be very useful if Member State governments, as well as EU institutions, were to lead by example.

**Kaja Kallas**

MEP Kaja Kallas followed this intervention, pointing out that whilst the Declaration is a good step, it will be necessary to wait until the full implementation of its principles before being able to form a clear opinion.

Following this, she pointed out two areas of particular relevance for her: Digital Identities, and the Once Only principle. For her, the uptake of these initiatives is not taking place as fast as she considers desirable, because of many reasons. For example, there are concerns related to privacy, the lack of interest from citizens, etc. In this regard, she also considers that governments should lead by example, tackling the current barriers.

She also mentioned the need for governments to change their mindsets and help citizens to comply, instead of punishing them for doing illegal acts. Furthermore, citizens are increasingly living their lives online and governments need to be there as well, or cause citizens to feel alienated from their governments.

To finalise, she pointed out that there are some ‘luddites’ who have expressed fears about such "connected governments", arguing that data could be leaked. She argued that this is not true, because a proper eGovernment must be distributed, and therefore resilient and less
vulnerable to attacks. She ended her section by wondering why we assume that analogue is safer than digital.

**Pierre Damas**

Pierre Damas explained that in the Commission, Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) is technically now treated equally with its proprietary counterparts. Indeed, FOSS is used in the Data Centres, as a tool for building web and social tools to collaborate, as a provider of programmes to be used in the desktops, and as a tool to develop software. Moreover, the Commission also uses FOSS by providing in some cases software based on OSS licenses (e.g. Citizens’ Initiative, EUSurvey and JoinUp).

It is important to notice that there are different levels of adoption of FOSS from use to use and from service to service. For example, in the area of desktops the level of adoption is low, because the desktop as a whole remains proprietary but the browser and other tools are FOSS. This is a contrast when we consider that in the area of software development the adoption is high, as the Commission develops its software under OSS licenses.

Pierre Damas then shared with the attendees some of the Commission’s plans for updating its Open Source Software Strategy, identifying the key barriers and motivations for adopting it in practice. He explained that the barriers relate, among others, to a lack of skills, to the lack of interoperability or integration of some of the software already being used by the Commission, and to the lack of legal clarity in some cases. Moreover, new challenges are appearing relating to the Cloud or to the IoT.

Having this in mind, he stated that he is aiming at solving these barriers by introducing, for example, an internal simplification of the current ICT infrastructure in the Commission and by reducing the cost of transition towards FOSS products. Moreover, he wants the Commission to become a player in the FOSS community, contributing back to the projects that it uses. In this regard, he mentioned the EU-FOSSA project.

He ended his presentation by pointing out that the Commission is currently working on an updated Open Source Strategy, which will turn the Commission into a more active FOSS player.

**Audience’s questions**

James then opened up the floor for audience questions. Following this, some participants pointed out that although the Declaration is good, it is necessary to wait until its implementation to measure its success.

Some participants pointed out that the Commission's initiatives in this area of eGovernment should become part of the Digital Single Market - maybe being all put together, and renamed the "Digital Common Government". These participants argued that there are many existing initiatives in the Commission and in the Member States dealing with eGovernment.
What has been missing is the high level focus, the support from the top. This is why the Tallinn Declaration possibly is a game changer: it gives the necessary impetus to this ongoing work. Participants agreed with this but then rose a question: how to ensure that the initiatives following the Tallinn Declaration keep the high level focus?

The panelists then had a few minutes for final remarks, where they reinstated their support for the Tallinn Declaration. Moreover, they added that in order to ensure the high level of discussion in this area, it is necessary to remind policymakers that there is a link between citizens’ approval and eGovernment developments. Indeed, there is a part of the society that wants the government to be more transparent and efficient. Initiatives like the Tallinn Declaration, by modernising the government, answer to the desire of these citizens, improving the way that the society as a whole works.

Finally, to close the event, James thanked the panelists, and concluded the discussion, hoping that he would have convinced the participants that the Tallinn Declaration is a game changer.
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